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Yes, you read that name right, the artist I am reviewing is called ‘Cold War Steve’.
Real name Christopher Spencer, Cold War Steve is a contemporary digital collage
satire artist. The name comes from his 2016 start in digital collage making, inserting
pictures of EastEnders actor Steve McFadden into dystopian images with Cold War
political figures. After the Brexit referendum, his images evolved into what they are
today; daily collage postings related to current political events. The one constant
across every image though, is Steve McFadden, sometimes hidden in a ‘Where’s
Wally’ type way. In this review I will mainly overview Cold War Steve’s background
and his various exhibitions, with a specific
look at his work with the Birmingham Art
museum and how he has adapted to the
pandemic.

With a lifelong passion for it, Christopher
Spencer had hoped to study art at university
but failed to gain entry to any universities.
After 20 years of working menial jobs,
Christopher Spencer – AKA Cold War Steve

Spencer suffered depression and had

attempted suicide. Moving on from this breakdown, he focused all his energy into his
art. He would make daily collages using his phone on the bus on his way to work. This
was a positive coping mechanism for Spencer, who had previously turned to drugs

and alcohol. Slowly gaining a following online, his work received fine art recognition,
with his first exhibition at ‘The Social’ in London in October 2018. Since then, he has
done various exhibitions and commissions.

As a Birmingham native,
Cold

War

partnered

Steve

has

with

the

Birmingham Art Gallery to
create a few pieces. The first
is ‘Benny’s Babbies’, a giant
piece

dedicated

to

the

Benny’s Babbies

wonderful cultural of Birmingham. While many of the references are lost on me, as I’ve
never been to Birmingham, it is a lovely celebratory piece of Cold War Steve’s
hometown. The artist himself writes,
“I feel that Birmingham is unparalleled in the sheer diversity of its contributions
to British culture. A multicultural city, where the influence of so many heritages
has enriched our lives immeasurably – be it in the music, the art, the food – and
this is what I am most proud of about Birmingham. This collage was certainly
the most time consuming piece of work I’ve ever done – but it was also the most
fun to research and execute. The final composition is a massive celebration of
the diversity of the city.”

Cold War Steve’s other pieces for the Birmingham Art Gallery were in collaboration
with the gallery’s Digital Image Resource, specifically the collection of Pre-Raphaelite

Brotherhood paintings. Called ‘Cold War Steve vs The PRB’. While these images have
the classic Cold War Steve ‘look’ to them (political figures juxtaposed in odd situations)
they also highlight the commonalty between Cold War Steve and the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood. A reviewer from ‘The Social’ gallery in London perfectly explains this in
her review,
“I am delighted that these works have been created because it shows that my
beloved Pre-Raphaelites still
have a relevant voice that
can comment on our lives
and present predicaments.
… When they were starting
out

the

considered
either.
Cold War Steve vs The PBR

PRB

weren’t

legitimate

art

Critics like Charles

Dickens made great capital

in saying how odd and unpleasant their work was, and their use of real people
was revolutionary and unsettling to the viewers used to seeing idealised figures.
By putting those figures on a bus heading for Birmingham city centre, alongside
the personification of ‘everyman’ Steve McFadden, Cold War Steve is
continuing this tradition. Rather than being at odds with Pre-Raphaelitism, Cold
War Steve is the newest Brother, bringing pathos and beauty – as well as
humour – to our modern life and troubles.”

Being social media focused, Cold War Steve has flourished in the pandemic. Even
before the pandemic, he was planning on doing an international exhibition called ‘You,
Me, and Cold War Steve: The International Exhibition of the People’ where galleries
all around the world were free to download high quality images of his works and be a
part of worldwide exhibition. While Cold War Steve was originally planning on
personally visiting place around the world during the April. Instead of cancelling the
exhibition, it was changed to have no
fixed end date, encouraging people to
take and submit photos of their own
indoor exhibitions. Most recently, Cold
War Steve decided to make a 2021
calendar

where

images

will

be

released for free to download each
month, relevant the current events.

What I personally like about Cold War
Steve is his accessibility and bridging
of internet meme and fine art.
Christopher Spencer is simply an
average guy making silly images on
Time magazine cover from June 2019

his phone that eventually lead to
public murals and the cover of Time magazine! In all interviews with Spencer, he is
very down to earth, talking about his biggest critic, his teenage daughter, and how he
is constantly astounded at the recognition and commissions he has gotten. I very much

also appreciate how candid he is with his mental health struggles and how art has
helped him, selling his art for the charity ‘Mind’ as they helped him previously.

With a new piece posted on social media nearly every day, his works are almost like
a daily news brief, or political
cartoon; always fresh and
relevant to current events. As
I’ve

been

home

over

Christmas, I haven’t been
keeping up with the news
much, but sure enough I
would see Cold War Steve’s
A fish based image from December 2020

posts. I kept seeing the

common theme of fish in all his images and was a bit confused, but then it hit me; the
Brexit dealings with fishing rights. Especially when I’m away from the UK, Cold War
Steve’s daily postings keep me aware of the political mood of Britain in a humourous
way.

Overall, Cold War Steve is a uniquely modern artist, bridging the gap between social
media memes and fine art. His daily collages are always fresh and though provoking,
capturing current moods and events. If you are at all interested in political humour,
collage, Cold War Steve is worth a follow. I look forward to seeing how Cold War Steve
grows over time, furthering his place in social media fame and fine art recognition and
commissions.
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